DO YOUR OWN THING: CREATIVE PROJECT PLANNING

Carla Costa
Director, Arts & Communication Program
WHAT DO YOU NEED?

- TIME DOING SOMETHING TACTILE
- WORK TO ENHANCE YOUR PORTFOLIO
- SPACE FOR SELF CARE
- ALL OF THE ABOVE
STRUCTURE

Grounding—notebooks, calendars, reminders

Space—to feel liberated

Fuel—support, inspiration, education
## RESOURCES

### WHAT I HAVE
- supplies
- ideas
- the right space
- project mgmt skills
- collaborators
- related class project
- prompts/exercises

### WHAT I NEED
- supplies
- ideas
- the right space
- project mgmt skills
- collaborators
- related class project
- prompts/exercises
AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE

- Carla and the Loeb <3
- Makerspaces on campus
- IT/Media Services
- Research & Instruction Librarians
- LinkedIn Learning + Other Free Online Learning Resources
- Registered Student Organizations—creation & collaboration
- AAS funding
write dialogue...for at least 10 minutes every day

instead of writing, sketch a storyboard w/ rough notes

spend a full day tinkering with Premiere

send a draft to Carla for some feedback

research 2 or 3 zine folding methods

set creative time blocks on my calendar

BITE-SIZED PIECES

TIME
SHARE GOALS / GET INFO

SHARE WHAT YOU’RE WORKING ON

ASK OTHERS ABOUT THEIR APPROACH

LEARN ABOUT THE PROCESS OF OTHER CREATIVES
GET IN TOUCH
CCOSTA@AMHERST.EDU

amherst.edu/campuslife/careers  amherst.joinhandshake.com  @amherstloeb